We study two nonlocal variational problems in this paper. One models micro-phase separation of diblock copolymers and the other models solid-solid phase transformations that lead to ne structures. We study a parameter range where the problems can be approximated by their asymptotic limits. We nd all the local minimum solutions of the limiting problems. Because these local minima are isolated, and hence stable under perturbation, near them there exist local minimum solutions of the original problems.
Introduction
Two nonlocal variational problems are studied in this paper. 
is an isomorphism. The inverse of ? 2 is self-adjoint and positive. We denote its positive square root by (? 2 ) ?1=2 . This is a nonlocal operator. The parameter is proportional to the inverse of the square root of the total chain length of the copolymer. 2 2 jruj 2 represents the interfacial energy density at bonding points. The parameter is proportional to the thickness of interfaces between the two homopolymers. The double well potential W prefers pure homopolymers to a mixture. m stands for the ratio of the two homopolymer components. When this free energy is being minimized, the rst term prefers large blocks of homopolymers, therefore reducing the combined size of interfaces between the two homopolymers. The third term on the other hand likes rapid oscillation between the two homopolymers. These two tendencies are competing.
The process of reaching a stable con guration is known as micro-separation. The results of our paper show that in a parameter range, namely 0 < 1, the homopolymer components in the copolymer develop blocks of a nite scale. For more references on the mathematical aspects of diblock copolymers we refer the reader to Nishiura and Ohnishi 9] , where a di erent parameter range, 0 < 1, is studied. The functional studied in M uller 8] can also be written in the form of this model with m = 0. There the parameter range is 0 < We will only present the complete proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 for I . In Section 2 we identify the limiting problem of I , and show that the existence of isolated local minima of the limiting problem implies the existence of local minima of I . Then in Section 3 we prove that the limiting problem admits many isolated local minima, hence proving Theorem 1.1. Theorem 1.2 is also proved in that section. The study of J is quite similar to that of I . We list the modi cations one needs in order to obtain the theorems for J in Section 4. Throughout the rest of this paper we assume = (0; 1). Proposition 2.2 Let n be a sequence of positive numbers converging to 0, and fu n g a sequence in A m . If I n (u n ) is bounded above in n, then fu n g is relatively compact in A m and its cluster points belong to BV ((0; 1); f?1; 1g). The reduced boundary of E u , a subset of (0; 1), is denoted by @ E u (see Sec- We take u 2 A ;1 = S ;1 , and fx 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x g, x 1 < ::: < x , to be @ E u . We compute K(u). Let We have proved that K has a unique critical point (x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x ) in S ;1 . We denote the function in A ;1 whose reduced boundary is fx 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x g by U ;1 (also de ned in (1.5)). We proceed to prove that U ;1 minimizes K in A ;1 . We rst compute K(U ;1 ). Let v be the solution of We now show that K(u) > K(U ;1 ) for every u 2 A ;1 = S ;1 , u 6 = U ;1 . If this is not the case, since there is only one critical point, U ;1 , in S ;1 , there must be a sequence f(x n;1 ; x n;2 ; :::; x n; )g converging to a point (y 1 ; y 2 ; :::; y )
on the boundary of S ;1 , (S ;1 is considered as a subset of R ), such that lim n!1 K(x n;1 ; x n;2 ; :::; x n; ) K(U ;1 ):
For the point (y 1 ; y 2 ; :::; y ) to be on the boundary of S ;1 , at least two of 0; y 1 ; :::; y ; 1 must be identical. Then (y 1 ; y 2 ; :::; y ) is identi ed as a point in S 0 ;1 or S 0 ;2 , corresponding to A 0 ;1 or A 0 ;2 , for some 0 < . Let us denote this point by (z 1 ; z 2 ; :::; z 0 ) and assume, without the loss of generality, Proof. Let N be a positive integer and 2 f1; 2; :::; Ng. We consider U ;1 . The study of U :2 is the same.
Take to be a positive number to be speci ed later. We now need to calculate v 0 (x 1 ). On (0; x 1 ) v(x) = ?1 + C 0 cosh(x= ) and on (x 1 ; x 2 ) v(x) = 1 + C 00 cosh((x ? x1+x2 2 )= ) for some appropriate C 0 and C 00 .
They and their derivatives match at x 1 ; (4.3) analogous to (3.9) .
We need to show that (1) L(U ;1 ) = L(U ;2 ) is decreasing in in order to prove Proposition 3.1 for J 0 , and (2) J 0 (U ;1 ) = J 0 (U ;2 ) is convex in in order to prove Theorem 1.2 for J . ?p 1 cosh p 1
